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A good quality- high capacity winch for most boats
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PACKAGING
The product comes in a robust pack, complete with handle. 

This pack contains comprehensive instructions for installation and use 
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    INSTALLATION - Warning - Failure to follow instructions  
     could result in winch failure.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

To Let some Tape In or Out
 
When the Ratchet Pawl (see diagram) is in the Neutral 
(middle) position the drum will spin freely in both directions, 
letting tape in or out.
 
Warning
Do not release handle when ratchet lever is in the
unlocked position. 
Handle could spin violently, which may cause serious injury.
 

To Let the Boat Off the Trailer
  
(1) Make sure everything is out of the way including 
     children.
(2) Be sure you have no loose clothing that can get 
     tangled in the operation.
(3) Holding the Handle firmly and by slightly moving 
     it you will be able to move the Ratchet Pawl (see
     diagram) to the DOWN position, and slowly let out 
     the tape.
(4) If you must stop or pause during the operation, 
     move the Ratchet Pawl forward to the UP position 
     so that it will hold the load. Do not let go of the winch 
     handle until you are sure the Pawl is holding the load.
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SIZE DETAILS
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There is no exact answer, but we can get close enough for most purposes.
 
The Winch - factors that effect winch strength are :-
(1)* Condition of the trailer - rollers or slides 
(2)* Alignment of the rollers/slides
(3)  Incline of the boat ramp - drastic effect capacity
 
A common rule of thumb is.....
                    Winch Capacity = 1/2 boat weight
                    * This can be stretched to 1/3 boat weight 
                       if the trailer is in excellent condition - see (1) & (2)
 
Tested strength (tensile) of Aluminium Snare ........  = 2.3 Tonnes
                                           Fibreglass Snare ......... =  4.7 Tonnes
                                           Fibreglass Snare-HD  
                                           heavy duty version ....... = 7.5 Tonnes
                                           Latch ............................ = 5.4 Tonnes
 
So a boat weight of double these figures could be viewed as the 
capacity.

National Association of 
Testing Authorities, Australia

What Strength Winch do You Need for Your Boat ?

Geoff Davis    
Release & Retrieve Boat Latch Pty Ltd
"Fernbrook" Myponga, Adelaide, SA, 5202, Australia

For more information :- www.boatlatch.com
Applies to product version - May 2013

                                  
Phone           08 8554 7214      + (61) 8 8554 7214  
      
Mob/Cell      0402 079 660       +(61) 402 079 660    
       
Fax               08 8554 7207       +(61) 8 8554 7207
 
Skype            gd7214
   
Email            boatlatch@internode.on.net       
      
By Post  
 

Pack Details


